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‘Can do!’ Teacher Promotion of Optimism in Response to Student Failure Expectation Expressions in Classroom Discourse

Abstract:

This study offers detailed observational analyses of how teachers use optimism as an instructional resource when responding to students’ failure expectation displays in classroom situations. The results were based on video-recordings of 25 lessons in two Finnish part-time special education settings, analysed by means of applied conversation analysis. The results showed that the teachers boosted optimism by inverting students’ negative utterances, giving examples of successful experiences of peers, offering praise for students’ earlier performance or focusing on problems through instructional support. The study underlines the importance of addressing and elaborating students’ negative learning-related self-assessments in classroom interactions.
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Introduction

Optimism, that is, one’s hopeful, favourable and confident future prospects (Jarrett & Payne 2000; Scheier & Carver, 1985) or anticipations of positive outcomes and success (Scheier & Carver, 1985; Schulman, 1999; Nonis & Wright 2003), has been found to be integral to student learning and optimised functioning. There is research evidence showing that students’ optimism has positive effects on their schooling, such as school adaptation (Chemers, Hu, & Garcia, 2001; Patterson, 2011), learning motivation (Phan, 2016), self-directed learning (Lounsbury, 2009) and academic performance (Chemers et al., 2001; Luthans, Luthans, & Jensen, 2012; Nonis & Wright, 2003; Phan, 2015; Ruthig, Haynes, Perry, & Chipperfield, 2007; Tetzner & Becker, 2017; Tschannen-Moran, Bankole, Mitchell, & Moore, 2011; Wesson & Derrer-Rendall, 2011). It has been suggested that the association of optimism with academic achievement is due to the students’ greater persistence with learning tasks even after experiencing challenges (Tetzner & Becker, 2017). Conversely, optimism may also be undesirable and contribute to negative outcomes, if it is in contradistinction to reality (Haynes, Ruthig, Perry, Stupnisky & Hall, 2006; Held, 2002).

The importance of optimism can be grounded in positive psychology, the focus of which is on human strengths and positive individual qualities and their fostering in young people (Seligman & Csíkszentmihályi, 2000). Optimism is traditionally considered to inhere in one’s thoughts about goals, and therefore it is closely related to the concept of hope (Rand, 2009). However, while hope is only related to one’s belief in his or her capacity to produce various routes to and achieve the desired goals (Rand, 2009; Snyder,
2002), optimism can also be delineated as an expectation of success in one’s life in the event of accidents and losses outside of one’s control (Rand, 2009; Scheier & Carver, 1985).

Although the influence of students’ and teachers’ optimism on student learning is well established in the literature, little is known about the details of the actual sequences through which situational optimism is promoted in classroom interactions in natural classroom settings. Indeed, the management of optimism as an interactional phenomenon has been studied only in difficult circumstances such as health and mental health care (Beach, 2003; Jarrett & Payne, 2000; Martinez, 2009; Peräkylä, 1991), whereas research about promoting optimism in authentic teacher–student interactions, where student experiences may be stressful but less severe, is lacking. Therefore, this study aims to add to the earlier literature by offering close observational analyses of the ways in which teachers boost optimism in their talk, when students expect to fail in their learning and how students respond to these efforts by their teachers in actual classroom interactions.

The study is based on the principles of conversation analysis (CA) and its supposition of the management of optimism as a dynamic and sequentially organized process (Heritage, 2009). Since the fundamental idea of CA is to focus on talk, such as teachers’ optimistic remarks in interactions without reference to the psychological characteristics of teachers or students, optimism is approached here as a communication act rather than as an internal state of mind (Heritage, 2009; Peräkylä, 2011). Therefore, the focus is on how optimism is invited through classroom talk and how teachers use promoting optimism as an instructional resource when responding to the students’ expressions of failure expectation in their second position assessments. Since both
promoting optimism and receiving optimistic messages are tightly intertwined and collaboratively negotiable, the focus is on both the teachers’ and students’ activities in classroom interactions in order to distinguish common features in the production of effective optimism-fostering messages. Thus, although the following specific research questions separate the ways in which teachers promote optimism from student responses, the focus is always on the joint action between students and their teachers in classroom interactions: 1) How do teachers promote optimism in response to students’ failure expectation displays? 2) How do students respond to teachers’ efforts to move toward optimism in the sequences of interactions between students and teachers? 3) To what kinds of interactional ends are both failure expectation displays and optimistic remarks used in joint negotiations between teachers and students in classroom interactions?

**Various Strategies for Promoting Optimism**

Managing optimism has been defined to mean ‘the interactional construction of hopeful and optimistic responses to uncertain and potentially despairing circumstances’ (Beach, 2003). It can be understood as a part of supportive communication, the purpose of which is to improve another person’s psychological state (Jones & Bodie, 2014). Earlier research shows that professionals use many means to promote optimism in order to resist people’s displays of pessimism and expectations of failure. These discursive means include paying selective attention to positive news or the positive side of things (Benwell & McCreadie, 2016; Jarrett & Payne, 2000; Peräkylä, 1991), orienting to neutral and factual elements of trouble-telling (Benwell & McCreadie, 2016), changing the subject when it evokes negative emotions (Benwell & McCreadie, 2016; Martinez,
2009), disagreeing with negative utterances (Matsuoka, Smith, & Uchimura, 2011) and turning such utterances into jokes (Jarrett & Payne, 2000). In addition, professionals may aim at displaying optimistic knowledge (Jarrett & Payne, 2000) by expressing their own confidence in people’s possibilities (Matsuoka et al., 2011; Peräkylä, 1991), giving examples of others like them who were successful and reminding people of their previous successes and emphasising their strengths and future capabilities (Martinez, 2009).

Furthermore, professionals can minimise and contextualise the difficulties met by their clients (Jarrett & Payne, 2000; Martinez, 2009), give reasons for their failures (Jarrett & Payne, 2000; Martinez, 2009) and normalise people’s experiences by comparing them to their own experiences (Martinez, 2009). These strategies also partly resemble Bandura’s (1977) notion of verbal persuasion, which also consists of techniques such as leaning on students’ own progress or significant others’ faith in their capabilities to raise students’ outcome expectations and boost their self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977, 1997; Urdan & Schoenfelder, 2006).

Optimism boosting has also been criticised as a less person-centred form of supportive communication that may lead to the suppression of people’s emotion talk and avoidance of exploring it by minimising their problems or treating their fears as insignificant (Clark, MacGeorge, & Robinson, 2008; Jones & Bodie, 2014). While this may be well intentioned, with the aim to focus on overcoming stressful situations, due to their tendency to ignore emotional displays, such messages are not as effective as more elaborative support strategies (Burleson, 2003; Clark et al., 2008; Jones, 2004). Instead, the most effective and supportive means of promoting a more positive perspective on stressful experiences and improving one’s confidence in one’s ability to cope in
achievement situations seems to be the use of highly person-centred support messages. These messages explicitly encourage people to share their fears of failure, legitimise their displays of difficult emotions and, above all, explicitly elaborate their expressions of fear and construct alternative viewpoints on stressful achievement situations (Bodie & Jones, 2012; Clark et al., 2008; Jones, 2004; Jones & Guerrero, 2001).

Promoting Optimism as a Response to Students’ Failure Expectation Expressions

This study illustrates how teachers promote optimism in classroom interactions after the student has reported a failure expectation and thus claimed and/or demonstrated a lack of optimism. From the intra-psychological perspective, failure expectation, that is, negative beliefs about one’s coping abilities, weak confidence in one’s subjective chances of success in difficult situations and a fear of making errors (see e.g. Aunola, Stattein, & Nurmi, 2000; Mancini, D’Olimpio, & Cieri, 2004; Määttä, Nurmi & Stattin, 2007; Määttä, Stattin, & Nurmi, 2002), is considered to be one of the most maladaptive and self-handicapping worries students face in achievement situations. It is connected with negative academic emotions such as anxiety, worry or hopelessness (Pekrun, Frenzel, Goetz, & Perry, 2007) and predicts subsequent maladaptive behaviours, including task-avoidance, task-irrelevant activities and passivity in achievement contexts, as self-protecting strategies (Määttä et al., 2002; Urdan, 2004). The effect of failure expectation on school performance occurs through this kind of maladaptive behaviour, which, in turn, is likely to lead to academic dissatisfaction (Nurmi, Aunola, Salmela-Aro, & Lindroos, 2003), low learning achievement (Fyrstén, Nurmi, & Lyytinen, 2006; Nurmi et al., 2003;
Onatsu-Arvilommi et al., 2002) and increased internalisation and externalisation of problem behaviours (Aunola et al., 2000; Määttä et al., 2007). The former learning experiences are a key to developing failure expectation, since earlier performance and achievement seems to predict students' subsequent academic self-concept (Frost & Ottem, 2018; Viljaranta, Tolvanen, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2014).

Failure expectation expressions and other negative verbalisations of learning such as ‘I don’t understand’, ‘I can’t get it’ or ‘I don’t know’ occur frequently in classroom interactions (Lindwall & Lymer, 2011). However, although these constructions are literally concerned with the students’ ability or their level of understanding, the functions of these formulations vary (Beach & Metzger, 1997; He & Tsoneva, 1998; Lindwall & Lymer, 2011). In addition to showing non-understanding, claiming insufficient knowledge or asking for guidance from a teacher (Lindwall & Lymer, 2011), the formulations may be used for introducing a complaint (Deppermann & Schmitt, 2008; Lindwall, & Lymer, 2011), resisting or avoiding on-going activity (Beach & Metzger, 1997; Hutchby, 2002; Lynch & Bogen, 2005; Metzger & Beach, 1996), implementing topic transition (Beach & Metzger, 1997) and expressing frustration over or criticising tasks (Deppermann, 2012; Lindwall & Lymer, 2011). These non-literal meanings of failure expectation utterances often appear in the extreme case formulations such as ‘I don’t understand anything’, without any specification of a problem or talk about the details of a particular task that has provoked the anticipation of failure (Lindwall & Lymer, 2011). Thus, in CA terms, students’ failure expectation expressions are above all social signals, which are used to serve some functions in classroom interaction and which are also publically managed and oriented to somehow by teachers (see Ruusuvuori, 2013).
From the CA perspective, students’ failure expectation expressions can also be considered as first position self-assessments in relation to which, in order to (co)participate in the same activity, teachers have to position their second assessment either by accepting, deconstructing or reconstructing the original failure expectation display (Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Pomerantz, 1984). Simultaneously, the students and teachers claim access to the knowledge of what they are assessing, that is, of students’ future performance and possibilities for success (Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Heritage, 2011; Pomerantz, 1984). The first assessments usually suggest epistemic primacy (Heritage & Raymond, 2005), while confirming, upgrading and agreeing with them are generally preferred actions on the part of the teachers (Pomerantz, 1984). This is especially the case when the first position assessment refers to a student’s own mental state, such as feelings and experiences (e.g., failure expectation displays), as experiencer subjects are thought to have primary access to and ownership of them (see Heritage, 2011; Pomerantz, 1984). On the other hand, agreement with negative self-assessments and self-deprecations such as failure expectation displays is not typically a preferred response, whereas disagreements with them can be considered as a sign of showing support (Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Pomerantz, 1984). Examining students’ self-assessments related to the hypothetical claims about future learning or performance could add to existing research on producing assessments, as earlier research has mainly concentrated on assessments referring to experiences and events that have occurred in the past (see Lindström & Mondada, 2009) rather than to something that will occur only in the (foreseeable) future.
Method

Data

The research data consisted of videotaped recordings of classroom interactions in two Finnish part-time special education settings: a primary school setting of grades 1–2 (N=12 videotaped lessons) and a lower secondary school setting of grades 8–9 (N=13 videotaped lessons). Part-time special education was provided in conjunction with mainstream instruction, such that the students received special education for 2–3 hours a week only in those subjects in which they had minor learning or motivation difficulties (mathematics and languages). The part-time special education settings ensured finding information-rich classroom situations congruent with the purpose of the study, as students with learning difficulties have been found to be more likely to express low self-efficacy and display failure expectations and performance avoidance orientation compared to other students (see Jungert & Andersson, 2013; Schwab & Hessels, 2015; Yuen, Westwood & Wong, 2008). Therefore, the reactions of teachers are especially important, and such students benefit significantly from strong instructional and emotional support in their everyday interactions with teachers (Hamre & Pianta, 2005; Mashburn et al., 2008; Rudasill, Gallagher, & White, 2010).

Both part-time special education settings consisted of small groups ranging in size from 3 to 8 students. Since the composition of the classrooms varied in the different lessons, the total number of students participating in this study was 31. In the lower secondary school setting, there was one special education teacher (SET), while in the primary school setting a special education teacher and a kindergarten teacher taught collaboratively. The lessons were each 45 minutes in duration and consisted mainly of
teacher-directed whole-group instruction and independent study. In the latter context, the instructional interactions often occurred in one-to-one formats.

The interactions were videotaped by the author using two cameras, with one camera following the teacher and the other focusing on the students. The videotaped classroom lessons were not specifically designed for this study but rather took place as a part of the normal school day, without outside intervention in the lessons. Thus, in contrast to only interviewing teachers concerning their practices, the observation data provided an authentic opportunity to capture what actually happens in instructional interactions when students express their expectation of failing in future tasks and when teachers try to boost optimism. Despite the presence of the cameras, the lessons appeared to progress smoothly, and videorecording did not seem to interrupt the emergence of sensitive topics (e.g. confiding in the teacher, negative self-talk) or socially undesirable behaviour (e.g. sulkiness, complaining, teacher resistance) in the lessons. However, there were a couple of episodes where students showed that they were aware of the videotaping by commenting either on the camera or the camerawoman in some way (e.g. ‘yikes, the camera’, ‘hey, look at and film me’, ‘where is that princess [referring to the camerawoman], oh she is over there’). Permission for recording the classroom interactions was requested from each study participant, and informed written consent was received from all students and their parents.

*Analysis*
The data were analysed by applying ethno-methodological conversation analysis (CA). The microanalysis of the on-going process of classroom interaction shows how teachers and students locally interpret what is going on and what is consequential in the immediate interactions. The basic principle of CA is to interpret the meanings of utterances on the basis of the next action, or later turns (Heritage, 2001, 2005). Thus, the consequences and meanings of failure expectations and optimistic messages were primarily concluded by examining how students and teachers interpreted each other’s intentions and responded to each other’s turns.

In practice, the analysis was started by coding all failure expectation sequences from the data. The following criteria were used to identify these critical sequences: 1) students explicitly topicalised their failure expectations as first position self-assessments by expressing that they were not capable of learning, not able to do something or not capable of being successful in future challenges; 2) these comments existed prior to attempting to accomplish a task or part of it, an examination or some other activity. Typically, this appeared as the use of the present or future tense when anticipating failure. A qualitative data analysis system (ATLAS, version 5.0) was used to manage the data during this preliminary analysis.

After the coding phase, the failure expectation sequences were examined more deeply in order to identify recurring patterns in the interactions and to determine what to finally look for in the data. Teachers’ optimism-boosting responses emerged as the focus of study during this phase of analysis once their dominance in response to students’ utterances became apparent. Optimism-boosting responses refer to the teachers’ immediate second position assessments subsequent to students’ prior negative self-
assessments, which are oriented to addressing students’ possibilities for favourable future prospects, positive outcomes and success. The further analysis thus concentrated on this aspect of the data, that is, the grammatical features and the differences and similarities of the ways in which teachers promoted optimism in response to students’ failure expectation expressions, as well as the students’ responses to these efforts of their teachers. There were 52 total sequences where teachers aimed at promoting optimism in response to students’ failure expectation expressions. Each sequence might contain repeated students’ failure expectation expressions as well as several teacher attempts to boost optimism in the students.

The reader can assess the credibility of the interpretations by comparing them to the authentic data examples included in the results section. According to the tradition of CA, the data are presented as complete interactional sequences to enable the reader to recognise the interactional context of invoking optimism in response to failure expectation expressions. The transcriptions followed the detailed transcription conventions used in the CA tradition (see Appendix 1). However, the transcriptions of the data did not include all such details (e.g. the length of the micro-pauses, length of gaze) that would have been typical in CA tradition but which were not as fundamental from the viewpoint of this analysis. Thus, the analysis represented applied rather than pure CA, aiming at mainly applying CA knowledge to optimism promotion in the classroom context (see ten Have, 2007, pp. 7–8). The confidentiality of the study participants was ensured both in the data excerpts and in the descriptions of the research settings. The original language of the data extracts was Finnish, but they were translated into English with the assistance of a language consultant. The translation required balancing between
the literal and idiomatic translations so that the form of the original text would be respected as much as possible while the turns would evocate the same shades of meaning despite the differences in established phrases between languages.

Results

Sequences involving students’ failure expectation expressions start with the students giving a negative comment about their future learning. This appears in expectations of failing in the examinations (e.g. ‘I’m gonna get a four¹ on that test, too’), pessimistic remarks about coping with independent classwork or homework (e.g. ‘nothing will come of this’) or reluctance to answer a teacher’s questions in the context of task checks (‘no, it will be wrong’). Thus, the pedagogical context in which students reveal something about their failure expectations seems to be one in which they have to prove their knowledge and understanding in some way. The teachers move toward optimism to counteract this lack of optimism by inverting the students’ negative utterances, giving examples of the successful experiences of peers, offering praise for students’ earlier performances or focusing on the problems through instructional support. In the following sections, each of these ways to promote optimism is presented along with the students’ responses.

Inverting Students’ Negative Utterances

The most typical way in which teachers boost optimism in response to student failure expectation expressions is simply to disagree with them and invert the students’ negative

¹ The grade ‘four’ is a failing grade on the Finnish grading system scale (4–10).
utterances. These second position assessments are typically short and simple, following
the form of the student’s earlier turn although contradicting its content (e.g., a student
claims that ‘I can’t do something’ and a teacher answers, ‘yes you can’). Inverting
students’ negative utterances occurred in 52% of the sequences where teachers aimed at
promoting optimism in response to the students’ failure expectation expressions, and in
addition to this, it was also foundational to the other practices of boosting optimism.
Through these kinds of responses, teachers directly contradict the validity of students’
prior assessments about the lack of optimism and minimise the existence of learning
problems by expressing confidence in the students’ coping potential. The following
extract from the first graders’ Finnish language lesson is an example of this way of using
optimism as an interactional resource.

Extract 1: The Pinewood School, 1st grade, Finnish language

1 SET: okay (2.0), now we get to play detective (1.0) now everyone has ((raises right hand, holding a
piece of white paper)) has on this blackboard there (.) ((points into the hallway)) >then you
2 too< (.) have (1.0) words (.) turned upside down (.) and your job is (.) to turn the word (.)
3 ((turns the word as an example)) >let’s look at an example now<
4 Gloria: I CAN’T READ ((the kindergarten teacher, teacher 2, is close to Gloria and whispers
5 something; the special education teacher does not react at all))
6 SET: turn the word (.) and find out ↑what it might say
7 Gloria: I CAN’T [READ
8 SET: there is] in this word now (.) look (.) there are (1.0) how many syllables?
9 ((the teacher is holding a paper with a word on it, which she shows to the students;
10 the students are guessing))
11 SET: two syllables, the first of which is
12 ((both teachers continue to give directions; 1 minute and 40 seconds of text missing))
13 SET: ↑RAISE your hand if you understood what you have to ↑do ((some hands are raised))
14 (1.0)
15 A student: I ↑understood
16 SET: good
At the beginning of extract 1, the special education teacher is giving instructions for the next task at the front of the classroom. Her co-teaching partner, the kindergarten teacher, stands at the side of the classroom, close to a student called Gloria. In the middle of the special education teacher’s task-giving, Gloria declares loudly, ‘I CAN’T READ’. The expression does not only refer to Gloria’s lack of cognitive skills but, in one sense, may also act as a way of criticising the planned tasks for being too demanding. The protestation is also interactionally treated as problematic, which appears in the special education teacher’s way of ignoring it and continuing the instruction-giving without looking at Gloria. Although the kindergarten teacher leans over the student, Gloria does not take this as an answer but rather repeats her failure expectation message in precisely the same words and with the same increase in volume. In turn, the special education teacher once again produces Gloria’s attempted contact as unpreferred by refusing to respond to it and trying to keep the children focused on her instructions.

The episode initiated by Gloria is followed by a relatively long (1 minute 40 seconds) instruction sequence, after which the kindergarten teacher begins to move Gloria towards optimism (lines 17–19). The teacher cites Gloria’s earlier turn, but departs from it by means of the questioning word choice ‘as if’. At the same time, she strongly minimises the existence of the difficulties expected by Gloria with the following extreme modal expressions: ‘you will absolutely surely find out those’, ‘always’ and ‘without any doubt’. In addition, the teacher’s optimistic verbal remarks are supported by her
nonverbal encouragement through touching and coming closer to Gloria. However, despite this, Gloria continues to signal resistance by shaking her head.

Thus, the teachers aimed at boosting optimism in extract 1 by inverting the students’ negative utterances, such as not being able to read, to the positive talk, such as being able ‘to find out those letters’. However, the optimistic remarks as second position assessments were not justified in any way, and therefore the disagreements with the experiences first narrated by the students remained unconvincing and unpreferred from their viewpoint. This was evident in that invoking optimism did not appear to produce the expected outcome, and the claims of the teacher and the students remained in disagreement.

**Giving Examples of Successful Experiences of Peers**

The second way teachers sought to boost optimism was to provide reasons for their optimistic orientation by sharing stories about the success of the students’ peers who had been in similar situations. This way of promoting optimism remained quantitatively marginal in the data, occurring only in 4% of the sequences where teachers aimed at invoking optimism in response to students’ failure expectation expressions. An example of how optimism is promoted through giving examples of successful experiences of peers can be seen in extract 2, in which ninth grade students begin a practice exam in mathematics and display failure expectations.

Extract 2: Stenvall School, 9th grade, mathematics
SET: hey er (.) umm (.) a piece of advice (.) a little advice (.) before you start doing anything (1.0)
    before you look at any of the tasks (. ) ↑mark on the paper <↑sine (.) cosine (.) tangent>
    (shakes a finger at each word)) [and how they are calculated
Lily: so what do-] do we have to do the whole
paper? ((turns to look at the teacher))
SET: the whole paper needs to be done (.)
Lily: all↑in one hour?
SET: yes [in four-
Lily: ↑no can do<]
SET: ty minutes (. ) can do (. ) it went just fine yesterday ((nods her head)) there were ↑no problems
    (finally smiles at the student))
Evie: with who?
SET: umm (.) with one 9c student, ahem ((clears throat))
Lily: well ↑I can’t do it ((returns to looking at her task paper))
SET: so write down that ↑the cosine alpha is equal to and then the information (2.0) on how you will
    calculate it ((turns halfway through her speaking turn to observe what Evie marks on her paper))
    (2.0)
Evie: *I’ll probably forget everything* ((looks at her desk and takes the notes; the teacher only
    speaks again after Evie has lifted her eyes from her desk))
    (8.0)
SET: and then take a look at the triangles ((continues giving instructions))

In the beginning of the extract, the special education teacher gives the students some advice on how to cope with the test. One of the students, Lily, interrupts the instruction-giving to make sure that the students really have to do ‘the whole paper’ during one lesson (lines 4 and 7). The teacher confirms the presupposition embedded in the yes–no interrogative question (‘yes, in forty minutes’), and in response to this, Lily initiates the failure expectation sequence through the negation ‘no can do’. The resistance to teacher’s demand is expressed in a clipped style, immediately, and even partially overlaps with the teacher’s turn. In addition, the so-called zero-person construction of the utterance frames the negative assessment as a generic and absolute fact that concerns the group as a whole, not only Lily herself (see Halonen, 2008).
The teacher’s first move toward optimism in line 9 is as absolute and generic as
Lily’s first position self-assessment, but its content has been inverted in the same way as
in extract 1: ‘can do’. Nevertheless, the teacher now provides confirming evidence for her
optimistic remarks by providing information about a similar examination that ‘went just
fine’ and without problems ‘yesterday’. Furthermore, she specifies her optimistic answer
in line 12 after another student, Evie, has asked her to whom she was actually referring in
her description. The clarification indicates that the purpose of the teacher’s message is to
give the students a positive role model of a fellow student, with whose success they could
identify. In this way, the teacher offers an alternative perspective on the situation that
projects an optimistic outcome.

What is noteworthy about the extract is that, similar to in extract 1, the teacher’s
optimistic message is not shared by the students. Instead, Lily reconfirms her earlier
assertion of future failure and questions the relevance of the role model by excluding the
same possibility of succeeding herself: ‘well ↑I can’t do it’. The content of this negation
is voiced in the first-person singular and thus is only focused on Lily herself. After this,
Lily turns to look at her paper on the desk and, in this way, shows that the topic can be
terminated. The teacher also initiates a topic change by ignoring Lily’s last comment and
continuing to give instructions. The last negative throwaway comment regarding the low
chance of success comes from Evie, who, while taking notes on the paper following the
teacher’s instructions, whispers: ‘*I’ll probably forget everything*’. The teacher also
disregards this self-assessment.

The extract thus shows how teacher optimism was justified by providing an
example of peers who have succeeded in a fear-invoking situation that is parallel to the
one the students report to be currently worrying. The peer identification is thus used to
invoke the students’ positive trust in their own coping abilities since they would not be
the only ones who have managed in a similar achievement situation. Despite this, the
students did not respond as expected by agreeing to the teacher’s optimism but attached
to their prior negative self-assessments. Once again, their rejection was produced
immediately and directly without any explanations or delay in responding.

**Offering Praise for Students’ Earlier Performance**

The third way to boost optimism is to offer praise for students’ current skills and
earlier learning successes. In this way, occurring in the 21% of the sequences, teachers
prove the students’ failure expectation expressions to be unrealistically pessimistic and
not supported by their earlier personal learning experiences. This can be seen in extract 3,
which is taken from a classroom scenario that is similar to that in extract 2. Here, ninth
grade students talk about an upcoming examination, and they again display apprehension.

Extract 3: Stenvall School, 9th grade, mathematics

1 Evie: when’s the test?
2 SET: um (1.0) you’re likely to have the test after you’ve completed the trigonometry module
3 Evie: *yeah*
4 SET: I expect Mary will be setting the exam=
5 Evie: =run for it
6 Jessica: oh my god
7 (1.0)
8 SET: @oh come on@ (. ) you’ve learned your stuff well
9 (1.5)
10 ((students face their desks, doing the tasks))
11 Evie: yeah but then if we have to go to Taylor’s class (. ) we’ll be clueless again
12 Jessica: ↑we don’t know anything anyway
Students: ha-ha
SET: @you’ll do just as well there too@ ((said in a soft tone))
Evie: no we won’t
(5.0)
SET: what you can or can’t do doesn’t depend on the place
Evie: yes it does (.) I mean it depends on the teacher
SET: well (.) I actually think it depends mostly on the student
Evie: @$no it doesn’t$@
SET: if a student wants to learn, then they will
Evie: @$no it doesn’t (.) no it doesn’t$@

In this extract, the failure expectation sequence starts with the special education teacher stating in line 4 that it is the students’ subject teacher who will arrange the next examination. The teacher's comment immediately evokes fear-like exclamations from the students, such as ‘run for it’ and ‘oh my god’. However, the tone of the groans is humorous, and thus the teacher responds to them by smiling and replying with a laugh, ‘@oh come on@’. The optimistic utterance is further strengthened by the praise that the teacher gives to the students for their earlier learning achievements: ‘you’ve learned your stuff well’ (line 8).

This optimistic remark is, however, accepted only partly by the students, who give a more detailed account of the required learning circumstances: learning can succeed in the part-time special education setting but will not in the general education lessons given by their own subject teacher in mathematics (lines 11–12). However, the teacher re-boosts the students’ optimism by challenging the negative assessments in line 14 and by giving a favourable appraisal of their potential to succeed in the general education classroom. The form of this optimistic message is similar to those in the previous extracts, being expressed factually in the form of the second person plural: ‘@you’ll do just as
well there too@’. The students, however, do not share in the teacher’s optimism, and Evie discounts the claim immediately: ‘no we won’t’.

Evie’s resistance is followed by a long pause, after which the teacher reattempts to invite a more hopeful and controllable alternative interpretation of the negative self-assessments produced by the students: the locus of control does not depend on external factors such as place (line 16). At first, Evie contradicts the teacher (‘yes it does’), but she immediately corrects herself and revises her interpretation: learning does not depend on the place, but rather on the teacher. This comment leads to the same kind of refutation of the students’ claims as earlier: the teacher provides grounds for optimism by aligning positive learning outcomes primarily with the students’ own motivation to learn (lines 19 and 21). The expression contains a perspective-making utterance ‘I actually think’, which highlights the teacher’s personal commitment to the content of the claim. Evie also maintains her own opinion and denies the teacher’s optimistic messages unambiguously in lines 20 and 22.

In sum, extract 3 shows how the teacher intervened in the students’ failure expectation displays by trying to get the students to orient to their own personal control over their learning. Crucial to this was laying groundwork for optimism by referring to the students’ own earlier performance. However, the arguments of the teacher did not carry conviction, and the students seemed to hang on to their prior negative self-assessments.

*Focusing on the Problems through Instructional Support*
The final means of boosting optimism is to draw the students’ attention away from their failure expectation expressions and towards the task at hand through problem-focused orientation. In 23% of the sequences where teachers aimed at managing optimism, the teachers aim to steer away from the non-specific failure expectation talk of the students and focus on dealing with the concrete difficulties of the tasks at hand through providing instructional support. The following extract from the second graders’ mathematics lesson is an example of this kind of instruction sequence, in which the teacher scaffolds one of the students for active engagement. The students are working individually with the decimal system during independent seatwork, and the special education teacher and the kindergarten teacher are walking around the room to see if anyone needs their help. Oliver has sat passively for some time, twisting his head and fiddling his fingers.

Extract 4: The Pinewood School, 2nd grade, mathematics

((The special education teacher sits next to Peter and advises him regarding the task))

1 Oliver: $I can’t do it$ ((moaning voice))
2 SET: yes you can .(.) swimmingly
3 (2.0) ((the teacher takes a look at Oliver and then stretches to point with her finger to Oliver’s book))
4 SET: look just in the same way .(.) Oliv- Oliver first .(.) <how many hundreds> does that number .(.) contain?
5 Oliver: two hundred and seven
6 SET: and you add <three> to it .(.) colour three more boxes
7 (3.0) ((Oliver takes him pencil and begins doing the task))
8 SET: next check †how many complete hundred boards there are
9 Oliver: *two hundred*=  
10 SET: =hm-m
11 Oliver: two hundred .(.) and ten ((takes a look at the teacher))
12 SET: @yay@ ((moves to advise Peter; Oliver continues completing the task))
In extract 4, the failure expectation sequence begins when Oliver breaks the silence and indicates in a moaning voice his withdrawal from attempting to carry out the set tasks: ‘I can’t do it’ (line 2). This orients the teacher immediately to stopping Peter’s advice and asserting a more optimistic outlook for Oliver, leaning towards him and ensuring him that he is actually able to do the tasks well: ‘yes you can (.) swimmingly’. The teacher’s praise, however, is not the only means she uses to promote optimism. She begins to provide detailed advice regarding the next steps in completing the task. Although Oliver’s failure expectation expression was general and it was not clear whether it referred to a specific task or the tasks under construction in general, the special education teacher’s first instructional question was clearly task-specific: ‘<how many hundreds> does that number (.) contain?’ Directing Oliver’s thinking through this question focuses his attention on the specific task at hand and scaffolds him for active engagement. After Oliver has given a straight and correct answer to the question, the teacher offers two direct, concrete suggestions related to adding up the numbers and colouring the boxes. In consequence, Oliver focuses on the task and puts pen to paper upon the teacher’s suggestion.

The instructional sequence is followed by a combination of a teacher suggestion (‘check’) and a sub question (‘how many’) in line 11. Oliver again succeeds in producing the right answer, which is followed by the cheerful interjection ‘yay’ from the teacher. This closes the instructional sequence, and the teacher leaves Oliver to complete the tasks independently and returns to advise Peter.

The extract demonstrated how the teacher systematically directed Oliver’s attention away from failure expectation displays towards the task at hand through
stepwise advice and teacher-directed guidance. The strategy seemed to be efficient, and the teacher and Oliver achieved joint understanding about how to progress with the task. Once Oliver picked up the threads of the tasks, he continued to complete them even after the teacher withdrew from advising. The student failure expectation expression was thus interpreted as a cue signalling real difficulties and a pre-request for assistance, which appeared in the teacher’s way to concretely support Oliver in problem solving in addition to the optimistic verbal messages. The situation ended in Oliver’s task-relevant behaviour, despite his initially stated self-assessment that he was incapable of doing so.

Discussion

This study aimed at documenting how teachers attempt to promote students’ optimism in classroom discourse. The starting point for the study was the interaction sequences, where students expressed their failure expectations as the first position self-assessment and teachers aimed at moving the conversation toward increased optimism when producing second position assessments. The findings revealed that the typical sequential structure of teacher optimism boosting in response to students’ failure expectation expressions consisted of three components. First, a student commented negatively on his or her future learning or task management. Second, the teacher aimed at promoting a more optimistic view either through inverting the students’ negative utterances, or by justifying and expanding this positive second position assessment through giving examples of successful experiences of peers, offering praise for the students’ earlier performance or focusing on the problems through instructional support.
Third, apart from the last way of promoting optimism, the students resisted moves toward optimism by consistently negating them and continuing to voice their expectations of failure. The teachers in turn either ignored these new negative self-assessments, repeated their earlier optimistic comments or provided instructional support to encourage the students’ engagement in the learning tasks.

Aside from the focus on students’ problems through instructional support, the ways of promoting optimism similar to those found in this study have been used in other contexts such as social services and health care (Jarrett & Payne, 2000; Martinez, 2009; Matsuoka et al., 2011). In this study, inverting the students’ negative utterances was the most dominant practice through which teachers boosted optimism. In addition, it was also foundational to the other ways of promoting optimism. Inverting the students’ negative utterances involved brief verbal influence attempts that did not contain reasons for teacher optimism, and the invoking of optimism was mainly used as a resource for quickly returning to the original task. In this way of using optimism, teachers’ contrastive second position assessments were typically accomplished explicitly and immediately by means of declarative sentences without markers of hesitation or delay (cf. Pomerantz, 1984). This might be partly due to the negativity of the students’ initial self-assessments, the preferred response to which is usually to show support through overt disagreement with them (Heritage & Raymind, 2005; Pomerantz, 1984), as well as their declarative form inviting teachers to also present their optimistic assertions in the stated form.

Compared with inverting students’ negative self-assessments, the sequences where teachers boosted optimism by producing examples of successful experiences of peers or by offering praise for the students’ earlier performance consisted of several
teacher turns and resembled verbal persuasion techniques also recommended by Bandura (1977, 1997). The teachers’ method of providing reasons for their optimistic assessments invited the students to explore their self-assessments a bit more extensively and aroused more long-lasting turn-by-turn negotiation between students and teachers regarding the validity of the negative self-related claims narrated by the students. Thus, the use of simple optimistic remarks seemed to invite the students to only repeat their simple negative objections, whereas the expanded turns of the teachers also prompted the students to provide explanations for their negative self-assessments.

What was notable in the study was that when the teachers attempted to foster optimism, the students did not immediately agree with the optimistic remarks but rather resisted the teachers’ optimism and returned to their earlier pessimistic talk. This kind of resistance has been found in earlier research (see Martinez, 2009; Peräkylä, 1991), although it also contrasts with previous findings (Beach, 2003). In terms of this study, the negotiation about optimism meant some kind of struggle between the students’ primary epistemic rights to produce self-assessments about their own learning possibilities (Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Heritage, 2011) and the teachers’ primary institutional rights to evaluate the students’ learning and related claims as well as to manage their behaviour in achievement situations. In addition, the orientations of the teachers and students towards optimism seemed to be somewhat incompatible. When expressing failure expectation, the students seemed to focus on emotional trouble telling, as described by various affective elements such as agitated or fear-like exclamations in their turns. Instead, rather than treating students failure expectation expressions as emotional displays requiring typically empathetic affiliation with the stance taken by the students
(Heritage, 2011; Ruusuvirta, 2013), the teachers seemed to orient to them as factual and self-handicapping learning-related claims hindering the students from trying to learn (see e.g. Määttä et al., 2007; Urdan, 2004). Thus, the teachers did not focus on expanding these emotional elements of student assessments but rather oriented to refute them through simple negations or verbal persuasion aimed at appealing to the students’ rational thinking and returning to the on-task talk as quickly as possible (see also Benwell & McCredie, 2016).

In addition to emotional trouble telling, the students also seemed to orient to the failure expectation expressions as requesting advice from teachers, implying the literal meaning of their failure expectation displays (see Lindwall & Lymer, 2011). This interpretation is supported by the finding that the most productive way in which the teachers reacted to student failure expectation displays seemed to be problem-focused and learning-related classroom talk aimed at making the learning content more manageable by offering instructional support for solving the problem at hand. In the context of task-independent classwork or whole-class task checks, where students’ failure expectation displays were also followed by a refusal to continue accomplishing the task before receiving advice and guidance, the failure expectation expressions thus conveyed obligations for teachers to act according to the requests for help related to students’ negative self-assessments. As for teachers, their optimistic remarks together with the specific instructional support served as a resource to encourage students to return to on-task activities and self-directed learning as well as to provide the students with a successful learning experience. These kinds of learning and achievement experiences have been found to be a key to shaping students’ negative self-assessments to become
more favourable in the future (see Frost & Ottem, 2018; Viljaranta, Tolvanen, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2014).

Limitations

There are some limitations to this study. The relatively small data size (three teachers, 25 recorded lessons) affects the generalizability of the analysis, as individual differences between teachers could have produced more variation in the ways that optimism was used as an interactional resource in the classroom interaction. The transferability of the research results is, however, justified by the presumption of CA, according to which interactions are reduced to institutionally shared teaching practices and are typically based on unconscious and non-reflected choices of action (Peräkylä, 2013) rather than on teachers’ individual values or conscious ways of fostering optimism. Thus, every part of the interactions may reveal some general patterns of social order as well as potentially being generally significant for applications in other contexts (Peräkylä, 2004). This was also confirmed by the fact that although there was a wide range of students’ ages in the data, the basic features of the optimism-promoting strategies used by the teachers were similar, which strengthens their transferability despite the different student ages and grades. However, it would be important for future researchers to test the findings of this study with a larger number of teachers. In addition, although the data extracts and preliminary interpretations were presented to and commented on in a conversation analysis group data session, involving teachers in the study as consultants to check the interpretations of the failure expectation sequences would have ensured that the interpretations were achieved through intersubjective agreement including the teachers.
Conclusions and Implications

The results showed that the core of using optimism as an instructional resource was to invert students’ failure expectation expressions either through brief encouraging phrases or through justifying the optimism by providing examples of successful experiences of peers, offering praise for the students’ earlier performance or focusing on the problems through instructional support. However, what was missing from the teacher responses in the present study was an invitation for the students to further explore their negative self-assessments. Instead, the teachers’ practices of moving towards optimism through using simple declarative sentences as well as challenging the validity of students’ narrations about their future failures can be conceptualized to represent controlling instructional communication rather than autonomy supportive teaching (Froiland, 2018; Froiland, Davison & Worrell, 2016), the idea of which is to acknowledge students’ emotional displays and show appreciation for their perspectives. Therefore, instead of presenting overt disagreements with students’ negative self-assessments, acknowledging the failure expectation displays through empathetic response tokens such as ‘mm’ or ‘hm’ and formulating them might be a pedagogically preferably choice of action which would validate the students’ ownership of their personal knowledge (see also Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Ruusuvuori, 2013; Su & Reeve, 2011) and provide unconditional positive regard to them. In addition, using questions to prompt the students to voice their learning-related fears might invite the students to collaboratively elaborate their negative self-assessments, and in this way, gradually orient them toward producing favourable self-assessments about themselves and becoming more receptive to suggestions for optimistic expectations. Since the problem-focused way of promoting optimism seemed
to be constructive in this study, providing instructional support would also acknowledge
difficulties with the tasks reported by the students while providing them with concrete
tools for successfully completing tasks and avoiding unsuccessful attempts.

While the findings of this study may need further confirmation using a larger sample
of teachers and students from different cultures, awareness of the complexities of
apparently well-phrased attempts to promote student optimism is of considerable
importance in avoiding overly simple methods of promoting optimism. In the future, it
would be worthwhile to study students’ and teachers’ own evaluations of optimism
management in classroom interaction. Video recordings of discussions in which an
interviewer and students watch and discuss recordings of invoking optimism in classroom
discourse would be an optimal research strategy for eliciting participants’ views and
would supplement findings based purely on observational data. In addition, further
research might also focus on how optimism is promoted by teachers in situations where
failure is not only anticipated but where students also narrate their failure experiences or
display negative emotions in the face of failures.
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Appendix A. Transcription symbols

Intonation:
.                 Descending intonation
↑                 Ascending intonation

Pauses:
(.) Brief, untimed pause, less than 1 second
(1.0) The length of pauses of 1 second or more

Overlap:
[ Start of simultaneous talk
] End of simultaneous talk
= No discernible pause between the end of a speaker’s utterance and the start of the next utterance
text- Interruption (unfinished word)

Rhythm:
>text< Accelerated, talk between > < is spoken more quickly than surrounding talk
<text> Slowed, talk between < > is spoken more slowly than surrounding talk
: An extension of the preceding vowel sound

Strength of voice:
TEXT Spoken more loudly than the surrounding talk
text Spoken with emphasis
*text* Whispering

Other symbols:
ha-ha Laughing
$text$ Smiling
@text@ Changing one’s typical voice

Comments from the transcriber:
(- -) Incomprehensible
((text)) Comments from the transcriber